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This paper is concerned with establishing conditions under which finite (and then countably 
infinite) (tatianary Markov chains have first order autoregressive represtintatians. 
autoregression r diagonal expansions spectral density function linear squares predictor Markov chains I 
1. Introdluction 
It is well-known that a two-state irreducible aperiodic Markov chain {X,*: rz = 
O,l,...}h as a simple autoregressive representation 
x,=axp1+2,, laJ<l, (I) 
where {Zn} is a sequence of uncorrelated random variables 12, pp. 278-2891. In 
statistical terminology, Xn has a linear regression on Xn+, and {X,) is called a first 
order autoregressive process. 
In this paper, we shall establish conditions under which finite (and then countably 
infinite) state space Mar!rov chains (in discrete time) have a first order autoregres- 
sive representation. Our approach is based on the spectral analysis of the autocor- 
relations. Throughout this paper, we assume that the chain is in its statiwuzry regime 
and the state space S is a set of non-negative integers. 
One of the referees has drawn our attention to the results of Reynolds [S, 9, 10, 
111. The connection between this paper and that of Reynolds’ is explained in 
Section 4. 
2. Spectral analysis of a stationary Markov chain 
In this section, we consider a (N-I- Q-state (discrete time) Markov chain {X,,) 
with transition matrix P which is irreducible and aperiodic. Let p and a2 be the 
mean and variance of the stationary distribution n’ = (ro, ~1, . . , , VJV) respectively. 
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We shall first write down an explicit formula (in terms of eigenvalues anG eigen- 
vectors of P) for the spectral density function of the stationary chain. 
Define the generating function of P by (1 I- zP)-‘, ;z 1 g I. 
Lemma 2.1. Szqp0Se zi, i = 0, 1, . . . , IV, art? the distinct eigenvalues of P and the 
chain is irreducible and a,periodic. 7%en the spectral density function of the stationary 
process {X’) is givefj by 
where Al = l/Zi, ITo= 1~‘~ x:o I& =xE, ~iyi = I, (Xi yi are the right and left eigen- 
vectors corresponding to ;!i), D = diag(0, 1, . . . , N) and 1’ = (1, 1, . . . 1). 
Pr~f. Let c,, = cov(XI:, .&+a) =$..* $_* ijpiy’ni -J& where pi;’ are the (i, j)th 
elements of P”. It can Ibe verified that 
f6 ) 
1 ai 
(0 =g n3L_CC, h e r: 
-iwn 
=~(olr)‘[~(r)+~(i)-(~-llo)i~i, (3) 
where Q(z) = P(r )- I7..,/( 1 - I). 
Since Z~ ace distinct, P’ is simple. It now follows from 17, p. 1751 that (21 -P)-’ = 
(P(Z) Jz)= I& l&/(2 - ri), where 1?;: = Xiy :. 
h’ 
Put Ai = 1 /Zi, we have P(Z) = 
c iSO-AinfJ(Z -Ai), similarly, P(T)=CiN_*-_i~il(~-Ai). NOW, 
Q(Z)+ Q(Z)-(I -no)= f I7i(Af - l)/(Z -Ai)(f -A,). w 
i = I 
Eq. (2) now follows immediately from (3) and (4). 
If all zj are real, then 
f( ) cr) =+)‘( i (;‘-;?],I. i-1 Z- i _ (5) 
Coroky 2.2. If {Xi] is a 2-state, aperiodic, irreducible Markou chain, then it has a 
first order autoregressive representation. 
Proof. 36 is easy to see that A0 = 1, IAll > 1 are real. It follows from (5) that 
(6) 
vwhere B(U) = xrz0 en exp(-’ mm) with & = (1 -- 2’)’ ‘2z y, n 3 0. fn other words, we 
can now write 
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where {Zn} is a sequence of uncorrelated random variables, i.e. {Xn} is a moving 
average process. 
It now becomes clear that 
Corollary 2,2 can be extended to a Markov chain with N + 1 states. 
Theorem 2.3. An irreducible, (N + l)-state, aperiodic Markov chain is a first order 
au toregressive process if, 
(i) all the eigenvalues Zi are distinct and real, and 
(ii) either $_ 1 xj”jri = 0 or Cy= 1 j#’ = 0 for all i = 2,3, . . . , N, where xi = 
(xi;‘, XII), . . . , xf$) and yi = (yg’. y(I), . . . , y $) are the right and left eigenvectors 
corresponding to zi. 
Proof. Condition (ii) implies that (DW)'L!iDl = 0 (i = 2,3, . . . , N). ay condition (i) 
and (5), we get 
f( ) 0 
=< (A%) 
27r lz -A II** 
Hence the result follows. 
Example 2.4. Consider a 3-state Markov chain with transition matrix 
It is easy to verify that 
m’= (i,$,$,, A()= l,& =&=2,p =2,**=:,m'.Dzim =u7, 
7r'Dl?*Dl=O. 
Hence 
f( 0 ) =- CT2 /( 2T ---cosw 25 24 J 7 7 
and Xn = ix, -1 + Zn, where %‘,Zn =$p and war z,, = $t~‘. 
ark 2.5. A stationary process will be autoregrest;ive iff its autocorrelation 
function p(n) as such that p(n) = an, Ia 1~ 1. 
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Now, 
00 
c cnz* = (Dlr).[ P(r)-/$]Dl (see (3)), 
nm0 
= (Dir)’ f -A$$ Dl 
[ 
(see Lemma 2.1), 
i=l -1 i
17* =-- 
(1 -- z*t) 
if the two conditions (i) and (ii) given in Theorem 2~3 hold. Therefore, p(p1) = ET 
and hence the process is a first order autoregressive if (i) and (ii) are satisfied. It 
then bet-omes obvious that we could have assigned arbitrary values to the states 
(rather than 0, 1, . . . , IV). 
3. Msgonal expansions of bivariate pmbabirity distributions and autoregressive 
lmlrkov chains 
We shall consider in this section a class of reversible Markov chains whose joint 
probability functions of X n-1 and X, have the representation 
P(X, Y)= P(X>P(Y) f pn~n@Pn~yh ~3 Y =O, 1, l l l 7 N (9) 
n=O 
where (&( l )} is a sequence of orthogonal functions on p(x), i.e. 
and (p,,) are a set of eoeficients characterizing the given bivariate distribution 
having the same marginals p(x) and expandable in terms of the same set of 
orthonormal functions &(x). Vere-Jones [12] shows that the collection of all 
possible sequences (Pin] su.ch that (9) is well-defined, form a convex set. We shall 
further assume that p. = l,&(x)=landp(x)>Oforallx=O,l,...,N. 
!Lemmm 3.1. If 61 (x) is a polyiromial of degree 1, then 8[X& (X)] = 0 for all n 2 2. 
Proof* It follows immediately from the assumption and (10). 
Let P = [ pij] be the Markov transition matrix defined by 
pij=P,(Xn =jlXn-*- 4 = p(i) f PtAWdi). 
fl=O 
(111) 
Clearly, the Markov chain defined auove is a stationary process with stationary 
distribution (n,) = {p(x)). 
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Lemma 3.2. The eigenvalues of P are P,,, n = 0,1, l l l , N, with the right eigenvectors 
e:, = (t%,(O), . . . 3 &WI) and left eigenvectors QL = (Qk(O), . . o , 0, (N)) where 
Q,,(x)= B,(x)p(x). Moreover, EL0 t&Q:, = zEo fl,, = L 
Proof. The first part of the lemma is trivial. Eagleson [4] shows that {e,(x)} satisfies 
the dual orthogonal relation, i.e. 
!! s.(x)e.:y)=zw 
n=O 
Now, since the (i, j)th element of ZZ,, is &(i)f3,(j)Ti, therefore xrz,I Z7, = Z and the 
lemma is proved. 
The following result is a direct and easy consequence of Theorem 2.3. 
Theorem 3.3. Let (Xn) be the Markov process whose transition ,Probabilities are given 
as in (11). Ifpo= 1, p1 c 1, pi # oi(i # j), and @l(x) is a polynomial of degree 1, then 
(Xn) is a first order autoregressive process. 
Proof. The given assumptions ensure that Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 3.2 hold. This 
implies that the conditions (i) and (ii) stated in Theorem 2.3 arle satisfied. Hence the 
result follows. 
We shall now extend our discussion to the Markov chain with countably infinite 
number of states, S = (0, 1,2, . , .}. 
Let F(x) y) be a bivariate distribution function with marginal distribution 
functions G(x) and H(y). F(x, y) is said to be 42-hounded with respect to its 
marginals if 
[dF(x, y)ldG(x) dl-9(y)12 dG(x) dH(y)<m. (12) 
Lancaster [6, p. 95] shows that d2-bounded distributions have a diagonal expan- 
sion of the form 
dF(x, y)= dG(x)dW~) f M4&hn(yh 
n=O 
where the convergence on the right is in the sense of mean square, and 
WMXMY)] =pnfinm, 1 apt 2~: l l . . 
Theorem 3.4. Suppose (Xn) is a stationary Markov chain whose joint distributions of 
Xn-1 and X,, are qb2-bounded. Furthermore, if&(x) is a polynomial of degree 1, then 
(Xn) is a first order autoregressive process. 
Proof. If (ZZ - P)_’ = CFzC, l?J(r - zi), then the proof would follow as ibefore. Since 
we have been unable to verify this identity even though we have czz,, ZZi =z Z (see 
Eagleson [5]), we proceed as follows. 
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As the jpint distrilbutions of X,- 1 and X, are 4*-bounded, 
b{X. = jlXn-I = i}=pij =p(j) f p,&(i)@,(j). 
d n=O 
It follow6 immediately that 
‘ 





As in Lemma 3.1, it can be easily shown that %‘[X& [X)] = 0 for all rt 2 Z!. Thus, 
iu(n)=p~. 
Remark 3.5. I3arrett antrll Lampard [1] (see also Wong 1141) show that in a 
continuous time Markov process whose transition density function has the form of 
(13), and {&(xlf is a system of complete orthonormal polynomials, then p(t) == ewBf, 
@ 3 c). Note that in Theorem 3.3 and Theorem 3.4, we only require B*(x) to be a 
poIyrromiai. 
4. A discussion on predictiion 
Consider a stationary stochastic process {X,}. Let Z? denote the linear least 
,quare:g predictor. Doob [3, p. 2331 showed that 
QXn+klXn: Xn-19 ’ l =I= mn+kIXn) (15) 
if and only if the autocorre1ation function satisfies 
p(n+m)=p(n)p(m) (hence&)=&“), (16) 
for some Ial s 1, A stochastic process {Xn) satisfying (15) is called a Markov process 
in the wide sense It follows at once that a11 the Markov chains we consider in this 
paper are of thic class. 
The unrestricted /(and possibly non-linear) least squares predictor is the condi- 
tional mean g[X,l+jJX,, Xn+, . . .] (see Whittle [ 13, p. lo]). We shall now considl;r 
the prediction probiem for a class of Markav chain {Xn} which has a first order 
autorr:gressive representation Xn = arX,-1 +Zpt. Let S!GZH = c. Whittle [l 3, p. 331 
show that the predictor and its mean squares error are simply 
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where var(Xn)= m2. On the other hand, since (X,J is a stationary Markov chain, we 
have 
~[&+kl& xl-19 l ’ .] = ~[X,l+&,] (by Markov property), 
+(l -CYk) 
l _cy c (0s cov(z,+k, x,)=ofork* 1). (18) 
It transpires that for a first order autoregressive Markov process, a least squares 
predictor coincides with the linear least squares predictor. 
Eq. (18) establishes that the regression of X n+k 
coefficient pk, * 
on X,., is linear with regression 
I.e. {Xn} is a linearly regressive process (see Reynolds [l 1, p. 81 I). 
Let Qi(Z, n) = xE0 &‘r’ where pi;i”’ = fr{xnck = j 1 xk = i). Reynollds [8, 91 
considers stationary processes for which Qi( l ) takes the form Q,(t, n ) =t 
A(z, n)[l?(r, n)]‘. It follows that 
aB(1, k) aA(1, ic) 
8[&+ktxn] =x, dz  + dz , (19) 
where aB(1, k)/az = P(k). Some examples are given in Reynolds [S, 91 for which 
(19) is satisfied with aB(1, k)/az = ak. 
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